A G-matrix Fourier transform (GFT) NMR spectroscopy-based strategy for resonance assignment of proteins is described. Each of the GFT NMR experiments presented here rapidly affords four-, five-, or six-dimensional spectral information in combination with precise measurements of chemical shifts. The resulting high information content enables one to obtain nearly complete assignments by using only four NMR experiments. For the backbone amide proton detected ''out-and-back'' experiments, data collection was further accelerated up to Ϸ2.5-fold by use of longitudinal 1 H relaxation optimization. The GFT NMR experiments were acquired for three proteins with molecular masses ranging from 8.6 to 17 kDa, demonstrating that the proposed strategy is of key interest for automated resonance assignment in structural genomics.
I
n an era of ''big science,'' efforts to establish NMR-based structural genomics (1-3) paralleled with improvements in spectrometer sensitivity (e.g., ref. 4), fast collection of multidimensional spectra has emerged as a subject of broader scientific interest in structural biology and pharmacology (5-8).
Recently, we introduced G-matrix Fourier transform (GFT) NMR spectroscopy to meet this demand (9, 10).
GFT NMR allows one to acquire multidimensional FT NMR spectral information rapidly, thus avoiding ''sampling limitations'' (3) without compromising on the precision of chemicalshift measurements. Sampling limitations arise in higherdimensional FT NMR because measurement times increase steeply with the number of spectral dimensions: typical 2D, 3D, and 4D spectra can be acquired within minutes, hours, or days, respectively, whereas recording 5D and 6D spectra would take too long to be feasible. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratios registered in higher-dimensional FT NMR may be exceedingly large; that is, instrument time is ''wasted'' to sample indirect dimensions. This is aggravated further when protein structures are determined, because this requires recording of several multidimensional spectra. Moreover, high dimensionality in FT NMR is generally associated with low spectral resolution in the indirect dimensions, which severely limits the precision of the chemical shift measurements and hampers automated data analysis (11). GFT NMR affords increased precision for shift measurements, thus enabling both fast and precise acquisition of high-dimensional information. This opens opportunities to establish rapid and automated protein structure determination (11) and accurately investigate dynamic phenomena with unprecedented time resolution.
GFT NMR is based on phase-sensitive joint sampling of several indirect dimensions of a multidimensional FT NMR experiment (9). Therefore, the dimensionality of an ND experiment can be reduced to N Ϫ K by sampling of K ϩ 1 chemical shifts in a single ''GFT dimension.'' The components of the resulting chemical shift multiplets (9) are separated into different spectra through G-matrix transformation, resulting in 2 Kϩ1 Ϫ 1 (N Ϫ K)D FT NMR spectra. These constitute an (N, N Ϫ K)D GFT experiment providing the same information as the ND experiment. The overdetermination associated with 2 Kϩ1 Ϫ 1 peaks encoding linear combinations of the K ϩ 1 chemical shifts warrants the increased precision of the shift measurements (9, 10).
Nearly complete resonance assignments are generally considered a necessity for NMR-based protein structure determination (e.g., refs. 11 and 12). Here we describe a strategy for complete protein resonance assignment based on GFT NMR experiments affording accurate 4D, 5D, and 6D spectral information. Applications are presented for proteins with molecular masses ranging from 8.6 to 17 kDa. N tripleresonance probes, by using Ϸ1 mM solutions in 95% H 2 O͞5% 2 H 2 O [20 mM 2-(N-morpholino)-ethanesulfonic acid͞100 mM NaCl͞10 mM DTT͞5 mM CaCl 2 ͞0.02% NaN 3 , pH 6.5] of two protein samples of the Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium pipeline, i.e., the proteins encoded in Escherichia coli gene YgdK (17 kDa; isotropic rotational correlation time measured as described (3), rot Ϸ 8.5 ns; Northeast Structural Genomics code, ''ER75'') and Pyrococcus furiosus gene PF0455 (13 kDa; rot Ϸ 8 ns; ''PfR13''), as well as a 2 mM solution of ubiquitin (8.6 kDa; rot Ϸ 4.5 ns) in 95% H 2 O͞5% 2 H 2 O (50 mM K-PO 4 , pH 5.8).
Materials and Methods
GFT NMR Experiments. Three groups of GFT NMR experiments were implemented as described in the following (underlined letters indicate nuclei for which the chemical shifts are jointly sampled in the GFT dimension). (Table 1) . The measurement of combinations involving only K, K Ϫ 1, . . . , 1 shifts has been named ''central peak detection'' (9, 13) and is generally required to retain the full information of the parent ND spectrum. To facilitate data analysis, experiments presented here are designed so as to provide matching peak patterns along the GFT dimension of basic and͞or central peak spectra of different experiments (Table 1) .
